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INTRODUCTION

OUR SPACES

As a leading, full-service agency that manages, owns and
activates event venues across the UK, the health and safety
of our staff, clients and guests in our venues is paramount to
our operation.
We continue to pride ourselves on our high standards and
the safe, operational running of our venues on a day-to-day
basis, as well as our proactive approach to working with our
clients to ensure they too can deliver safe and well
managed events for their guests.
We are currently working with the Government on the
measures required to safely deliver events in the future. We
are already proactively working with our health and safety
advisors, our cleaning contractors, security teams and
catering partners, as well as other trusted suppliers to ensure
that once clearer guidelines for events are released, we are
ready to ensure all measures are met.
In the meantime, we are already working to ensure that in an
empty venue, we can host site visits (with reduced guest
attendance) and TV/filming events that comply with the
government’s guidance on managing the risks associated
with COVID-19 and ensuring our staff and guests are safe
and comfortable at all times.
We will continue to monitor Government guidance and we
expect this document and our procedures to update in the
coming weeks and months.
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5 STEPS
TO WORKING
SAFELY

1

We have carried out a COVID-19 risk assessment for each
venue and have shared the results with the people who work
with us.

2

We have cleaning, handwashing and hygiene procedures in
place that are in line with government and HSE guidance.

3

We have taken all reasonable steps to help people work from
home.

4

We have taken all reasonable steps to maintain a two metre
distance in the workplace.

5

Where people cannot be two metres apart, we have done
everything practical to manage transmission risk.
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We have put into effect a more meticulous cleaning regime in the common areas of
our buildings to reinforce the already high hygiene standards we uphold.
We have devised arrival and departure procedures to the venues that are contact
free and minimise interaction with security where possible.
We are providing free parking (at suitable venues) for staff and visitor cars and areas
for bicycles to encourage people to not use public transport at this time where
possible.
We impose a Health Check Questionnaire for all staff, visitors, suppliers and
contractors that must be completed and signed before access is given to site.
We have provided hand sanitising facilities at the entrance to all our venues that
must be used prior to entry and regular hand washing/sanitising use in the toilet
facilities is encouraged to all staff and visitors whilst they are on site.
We have trained our staff in our COVID-19 preventative measures and they are all
aware of the risks and the control measures we have put in place.
We have antiviral spray and disposable blue towel for cleaning down any touch
points, work surfaces and other surfaces or items as required.
We will implement specialist cleaning as and when required.

KEEPING
STAFF, VISITORS &
CONTRACTORS
SAFE

We have installed signage throughout our venues that reinforces our COVID-19
preventative measures in place and the individual's responsibility to withhold these
measures whilst on site.
We have devised a ‘Keep Left’ flow throughout the buildings where possible to enable
the required 2m social distancing measures required.
Where 2m distancing is not possible we ask that you wear a face covering that you
have brought with you or we have a stock that can be provided to you.
We are constantly monitoring and assessing the Government and HSE Guidelines
keeping up to date and adjusting our control measures appropriately.
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Every person that comes to our venues has an individual responsibility
to prevent transmission of COVID-19 by following our venue COVID-19
Preventative Measures and by implementing the following steps:

Maintain a minimum 2m distance at all times wherever possible, where
this is not possible we would ask that you wear a face covering and
gloves.
No physical contact – no handshakes, refuse to kiss on the cheek and no
hugging.

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBILITY

Wash your hands frequently or sanitise your hands with alcohol-based
gel.
Follow ‘Catch it, Bin it, Kill it’ where possible or cough and/or sneeze into
your sleeve, not your hands.
Avoid touching face, eyes, nose or mouth with unclean hands.
Be diligent with cleaning – both at home and in the workplace.
Please follow all instructional signage on flows throughout our building
Keep your distance and ask others to be considerate
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HELP IN PLANNING
YOUR NEXT EVENT

IN-HOUSE TEAM
Our in-house operation managers are always on hand to assist you
with your event planning and now more than ever we will be here to
help guide you with Covid-19 preventative measures in mind. We
have been working through ideas and solutions so we can make it
easy for you to integrate requirements into your event.
HEALTH AND SAFETY SUPPORT
Our trusted, third-party health and safety consultants are
Gallowglass and we have been working with them over the past few
months to manage the risk of COVID-19 in our venues. As well as
knowing our venues inside out for general health and safety
requirements, they are now our COVID-19 Supervisors who will
oversee tactical and operational implementation of the control
measures in the venues. Therefore, it will be cost-effective for you to
work with them to plan the specific COVID—19 preventative
measures for your event. Our operations team can work with you to
manage the relationship between yourselves and Gallowglass to
make the planning and implementation easy for you and most of all
safe for your guests.
MEDIC PROVISION
We can assist with planning your medical provision for your event.
Where there can be a lot of unknowns, our trusted, third-party
medical service providers are Care Quality Commission Regulated,
which means you can have peace of mind that they are safe,
effective, caring and well led in line with national standards and
guidance relating to COVID-19.

EVENT SIGNAGE
We have a base level of event signage throughout the venue
that is in line with the government guidelines and will
communicate the key messages to your guests on how to keep
themselves and others safe. We can work with you to elevate this
signage for your event, to assist with guest movement and to
maximise effectiveness and the smooth running of your event.
CLEANING SOLUTIONS
Upping our already rigorous cleaning regimes, all areas of the
venue you hire will be sanitised prior to occupation; to include
the cleaning of all touchable surfaces (doors, banisters, toilets,
toilet flushes etc.), with disinfectant fogging also available as a
service. We can then help you work alongside our in-house
cleaning company to plan what additional cleaning you will
need throughout your occupancy to keep your guests
safe. Sanitising units will be situated throughout the site as
standard and we can work with you to look at enhancing this
element by assessing where uplift is required and assist you with
providing branded floor standing hand sanitiser stations,
cleansing stations or even digital sanitiser stations to make this
‘new way of life’ a seamless part of your event delivery.
THERMAL CAMERA BODY TEMPERATURE SCANNING
Our preferred wi-fi supplier, Noba, has launched event specific
Thermal Camera Body Temperature Scanning solutions for
clients to integrate into their event (if desired) for audience
scanning, as part of their COVID-19 preventative measures.
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Alongside your standard, event technical production solutions, Vibration Design and
Production can assist as Venue Lab’s in-house partner with integrating your eventspecific COVID-19 preventative measures. This can include infrastructure, such as:

ü Digital signage boards (to
communicate key messages)
ü Well-being stations (branded to your
event design)
ü Perspex barriers and screens (for key
areas)
ü Graphic stands (communicating
messages to crowds)
ü Floor stickers (to keep delegates on
track)

ü Light box signage solutions (for darker
events that require a stronger impact)
ü HD screens (for immediate messaging)
ü Software Solutions (for integrating
updates and urgent messaging into
events)
ü Hybrid event solutions (to reduce event
capacity where appropriate)
ü Large format prints (for key messaging)
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Contact us
INFO@VENUELAB.CO.UK
0203 319 9332
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